Company introduction
Redspeare&Co was founded in Great Britain in March 2013.

Our mission is to protect your health. We hold the patent for the revolutionary nanofiber technology
Respilon™. This unique filtration feature has been approved by world-renowned independent
institutes. We are the only company in the world to mass-produce this nanofiber and systematically
work on its further innovations and development.
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Respilon™ introduction
Respilon history
At Redspeare&Co., we've developed and market revolutionary nanofiber retail products to help
people live a better life. The uniqueness of our products consists in Czech innovative nanofiber
membrane RESPILON™ which provides high filtration efficiency and can be used as a filtration media
or barrier against various irritants. RESPILON™ was developed after 20 years of research at the Czech
Department of Nonwoven Textiles, Nano-science Centre, Faculty of Textile Engineering, Technical
University of Liberec in the Czech Republic.

Patent
The RESPILON® membrane is a result of many years of European scientific research. It has a
sandwich structure whose functional part consists of a nanofiber layer made of polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF). This layer, without using any chemicals, creates a mechanical barrier that prevents
the penetration of harmful particles through RESPILON®.

RESPILON™ gives people
safer and healthier life
through its unique barrier features

The unique properties of RESPILON® membrane were tested and verified in renowned laboratories
such as EMPA (Switzerland), Czech University of Technology (Czech Republic) or Nelson Laboratories
(USA). For each new product, we also develop a new modification of the membrane with the most
suitable properties for specific applications. In our production facilities in the Czech Republic, we
carefully monitor the quality of the nanofiber RESPILON® membrane to provide our customers with
the best product.

Redspeare&Co has concluded an exclusive contract with the Technical University of Liberec (TUL) for
the production of nanofiber, thus acquiring exclusive rights for sale. The ownership of the respective
patents remains the property of TUL.
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Nanofiber membrane
Introduction
The RESPILON® membrane is a dense network of fine fibers which, due to its structure, captures even
the smallest dangerous particles. What does this mean in practice? Membrane pores are not
penetrated by dust, smog or pollen, viruses or bacteria, mould or mites. All these harmful particles
are simply too large to get through the nanofiber network. At the same time, perfect breathability
enables easy breathing, e.g. when the membrane is used in the ReSpimask® facemask. Thanks to
these properties, RESPILON® will protect you against diseases, allergies and pollution.

The result?

Unique filtering properties to protect your
health against viruses, bacteria and allergens.
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How does it work?
Nanomaterials are porous and “breathe”. On the other hand, the pore size is too small to let through
any bacteria or viruses. Nanofiber fabrics therefore show excellent filtration efficiency even at a low
pressure. This property predestines nanofibers to become the basis for so-called superfiltration
media. These nanofibers will then find their place in filters for clean spaces of laboratories, surgical
rooms and other spaces with the highest demands for air purified of bacteria and other microorganisms or micro-particles.

The uniqueness of nanofibers consists in the technical barrier which protects the user against all
harmful substances:
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Competitive products use chemical barriers in the form of silver or carbon. Chemical treatment is
effective but the wearer of such mask inhales products, which, as a result, does not contribute to
their health. Respiratory masks made of the Respilon® nanofiber are harmless and protect the
wearer against 99.9% of harmful substances in the air. Respiratory masks made of Respilon® are
breathable, yet waterproof. How is this possible? A water molecule is larger than a molecule of air,
which is the reason why the membrane is waterproof yet breathable.
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AIR®
RESPILON AIR® nanofiber membrane for windows and doors brings a whole new level of protection
for your home. Forget screens that protect your home only against insects. RESPILON AIR® catches
smog, pollen particles, dust, micro-organisms and rainwater. It thus contributes to a healthy and
clean environment. Moreover, less dust settles in the house thanks to the membrane, so it is not
necessary to clean as often.

In areas with intensive sunshine, RESPILON AIR® also works as a shade. When using a nanofiber
membrane, your home can ventilate all day, yet not let in a single harmful particle. RESPILON
AIR® also reliably prevents water from coming into the interior, so you don’t have to close a window
screened with the membrane even when it’s raining. Yet the density of nanofibers protects your
home against mites, pollen, viruses and bacteria all the time. This is why the membrane is the best
solution for allergy sufferers.

A net featuring the unique nanofiber properties can also be used as a filtering device in various HVAC
installations such as air conditioners or air purifiers. The shape and dimensions can be freely adapted
according to the required parameters.
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Technical Data Sheet Respilon Air®
The Respilon AIR® membrane is for installation into windows and ventilation systems, and its
primary purpose is to form a barrier against pollen and air pollution. It is also able to stop the spread
of mildew and bacterial spores, while being at the same time very permeable for air, gases and water
vapors. Particles are caught mechanically. The membrane does not contain any chemical substances.

Respilon AIR® is a filtering material with an efficiency of PM 2.5 (the ability to filter 100% of particles
with size of 2.5m and less). Thus, the membrane is suitable for use in the households of allergic and
asthmatic people, as well as people with cardiovascular disorders or pulmonary disease who live in
areas or regions with high levels of air pollution.

The unique filtering ability of the membrane is provided by a nanofiber layer locked inside the
membrane. Technically, the Respilon AIR® membrane is a three-layer laminate containing a nonwoven fabric of spunbond type and a nanofiber layer. Fabric components used in the membrane are
stabilized against UV radiation. The compactness of layers is ensured by material lamination.

Applications of the Respilon AIR® membrane
The membrane was developed for installation in windows to avoid the penetration of atmospheric
particulate matter, pollen and mildew spores from the outside into interiors of houses, office
buildings, flats and residential areas. The membrane can be used in:


fixed window barriers installed into window and door frames by a specialized company



adhesive window barriers installed in window and door frames in household applications

Technical data for the Respilon AIR® membrane

Respilon AIR® NW 60
Technical parameter
Surface density
Strength in longitudinal direction
Filtering efficiency for particle size
up to 2.5µm

Value
60
160
100

Filtering efficiency for particle size 99.9
up to 1.0µm
Flammability
No ignition
Light transmittance
Permeability

330

UoM
g/m²
N
%

Testing method
EN 80 0845
EN ISO 13934-1
EN ISO 22612

%

EN ISO 22612

-

EN - 597-1
EN - 597-2

l/m²/s (200Pa)

EN 9237
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Filtering efficiency of the Respilon AIR® membrane
The diagram of the fraction filtering efficiency of Respilon AIR® NW 60 shows that the material is
able to catch 99.9% of dust particles with size of 1 micrometer — the bigger the diameter of dust
particles, the better the efficiency of the material. Effective capture reaches 100% for particles with
size of 2 micrometers and higher.

The blue curve represents the filtering efficiency of Respilon AIR® NW 60 laminate.

Respilon AIR® is available in rolls wound on a paper reel with 50mm diameter. The material is
delivered in white color.

Width (cm)

Build on roll (lin. m)

Weight of roll (kg)

160

3 (linear meters)

0.45

160

150

16
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Official documents
Redspeare&Co holds several certificates which guarantee the uniqueness of nanofiber the products
in the company’s product line are made of. The certificates were issued by well-known and
recognized accredited laboratories, such as the Textile Testing Institute (TZU), Nelson Laboratories,
Technical University of Liberec, etc. The documents are grouped according to their nature regarding
tests, registrations, trademarks and patents.

Tests

Viral Filtration Efficiency

Flammability Test Report

Permeability Report

Report on Laboratory
Toxicology Tests
Determination of the effectiveness
of Respilon and other filter media
against airborne particles
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TZU – Nanofiber Flammability Test Report
TZU, Textile Testing Institute, is currently the testing and certification leader in the field. Respilon
nanofiber was tested for flammability there. The positive results of the fiber’s resistance are listed in
the report issued in accordance with valid accreditation by the Textile Testing Institute.
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Nelson Laboratories – Viral Filtration Efficiency
Nelson Laboratories is a leading provider of full, life-cycle microbiology testing services for the
Medical Devices, Pharmaceutical, Tissue and Natural Products industries. This laboratory carries out
more than 400 various tests and examinations, providing comprehensive services in the field of

laboratory testing.
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Technical University of Liberec
Technical University of Liberec provides facilities for the performance of tests of fabrics in
a specialized center at the Department of Textile Evaluation. The tests are performed on the basis of
the institution’s valid accreditation, in accordance with all standards.
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The National Institute of Public Health – Report on Laboratory Toxicology Tests
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EMPA
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Registration
Registrations with the Ministry of Health and the Industrial Property Office:

Notification about fulfillment
of announcement obligation

Ownership report
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Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic
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Industrial Property Office
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